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Details of Visit:

Author: BigFriendlyGiant
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 24 Feb 2014 14:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.acemassage.net/suelee4u/suelee4u.htm
Phone: 07833624409

The Premises:

SueLee has been at this location for a while - flat near Swan & Sugar Loaf (now small Tescos) at
Southern end of South End. Nice flat in a nice block. Shower available, nice room. Off a reasonably
quiet road, block set back from road so reasonably discreet.

The Lady:

Think she was Thai, but didn't get a chance to confirm. Late 20s? but difficult to tell. Not slim, but
certainly not overweight, but didn't get a chance to really see her body much! Not sure if she was
that fluent in English as we ended up not talking much either! Despite all of that, she was very
enthusiastic and gave 100% effort throughout the entire encounter - explanation in the next
section... She's new and apparently normally there on Wednesdays.

The Story:

Well, I thought this would be a standard experience of a bit of fooling around, a bit of OWO and then
sex in various positions - SueLee always seems to attract girls of a high standard. That's not quite
how things went this time, starting with a full-on sensual tongue treatment in every way that is
humanly possible, beginning with enthusiastic DFK and taking it from there. Then, while still sitting
on the edge of the bed, the same strong tongue and mouth were then applied to my cock,
interspersed with licking, deep throat OWO, moaning and generally making lots of noise - all with
intense and seductive eye contact - and she just kept on going. I was wondering if we'd have time
for anything else, but gradually realised that she had no intention of anything else getting in the
way, so I sat back and revelled in the attention and intense feelings, lightly fucking her mouth
towards the end which seemed to provoke moans of delight, until the inevitable finally happened.
She then went and discreetly retired to the bathroom while I collapsed on the bed. So, rather
unexpected, but rather good! That's why I never had the chance to get very much basic info from
her, but what the heck...
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